Neonatal hypoxia-ischaemia disrupts descending neural inputs to dorsal raphé nuclei.
Neuronal losses have been shown to occur in the brainstem following a neonatal hypoxic-ischaemic (HI) insult. In particular serotonergic neurons, situated in the dorsal raphé nuclei, appear to be vulnerable to HI injury. Nonetheless the mechanisms contributing to losses of serotonergic neurons in the brainstem remain to be elucidated. One possible mechanism is that disruption of neural projections from damaged forebrain areas to dorsal raphé nuclei may play a role in the demise of serotonergic neurons. To test this, postnatal day 3 (P3) rat pups underwent unilateral common carotid artery ligation followed by hypoxia (6% O₂ for 30 min). On P38 a retrograde tracer, fluorescent-coupled choleratoxin b, was deposited in the dorsal raphé dorsal (DR dorsal) nucleus or the dorsal raphé ventral (DR ventral) nucleus. Compared to control animals, P3 HI animals had significant losses of retrogradely labelled neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex, preoptic area and lateral habenula after tracer deposit in the DR dorsal nucleus. On the other hand, after tracer deposit in the DR ventral nucleus, we found significant reductions in numbers of retrogradely labelled neurons in the hypothalamus, preoptic area and medial amygdala in P3 HI animals compared to controls. Since losses of descending inputs are associated with decreases in serotonergic neurons in the brainstem raphé nuclei, we propose that disruption of certain descending neural inputs from the forebrain to the DR dorsal and the DR ventral nuclei may contribute to losses of serotonergic neurons after P3 HI. It is important to delineate the phenotypes of different neuronal networks affected by neonatal HI, and the mechanisms underpinning this damage, so that interventions can be devised to target and protect axons from the harmful effects of neonatal HI.